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LANGYARNS – NO MULESING CAMPAIGN

In 2017 LANGYARNS decided to convert the merino qualities we use to

wool from merino sheep, which were guaranteed not to be subjected to

the mulesing procedure. 

From 2018 Merino qualities which are mulesing-free will be marked

with the logo "SHEEP FRIENDLY - NO MULESING". 

Either merino fibres from certified Australian production or from other

origins (predominantly South Africa or South America) are used where

fly infestation does not occur. In the meantime, large parts of the pure

merino yarns (Merino 50, 70, +, 120, 130, 150, 200, 400) delivered by

us are produced from mulesing-free fibres. Fibres made of mulesing-

free wool have a higher price on the world market. LANGYARNS

delivers you with the above defined qualities an added value through
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the animal-friendly treatment of sheep. Please note that the complete

conversion takes time and your retailer of choice will sell off the non-

certified balls of course.

What is mulesing? 

Mulesing is the removal of the skin around the tail of sheep. It is a

procedure used in Australia and New Zealand to prevent fly maggots

(myiasis) infestation. 

Mulesing is named after John W. H. Mules, who developed this method.

While scoring a ewe that had experienced several fly infestations, he

slipped and removed a piece of skin. When he applied this to several

other sheep, he found that it significantly reduced fly maggot

infestation. The process was further developed over the years and

became widespread in Australia in the 1930s. Lucilia cuprina, the fly

species mainly responsible for myiasis in Australian sheep, was probably

introduced from South Africa in the 19th century. 
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For regular updates of News from the world of Hand knitting yarns.

In each Newsletter you will also receive a free knitting pattern! Take up this offer.

Mulesing is a controversial practice on which there are many different

opinions. According to the National Farmers Federation it is the most

effective way to minimise the risk of myiasis, as the number of sheep

that would otherwise fall victim is estimated with 3,000,000 per year.

The Australian Veterinary Association (AVA) recognises the positive

effects of mulesing in sheep. However, AVA also advocates alternatives

in the sense of ethically justifiable intensive livestock farming. According

to the President of the National Farmers' Federation, Peter Corish, the

Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals is not against this

procedure in areas where there is no sensible alternative, but

recommends research into painless methods as alternatives. The animal

rights organisation PETA is strictly against mulesing, which is a cruel

and painful method for which there are more "humane" alternatives.
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